JOINT MEETING
AGENDA
AGING AND DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER
AND
COUNCIL ON AGING ADVISORY BOARD
Monday, March 18, 2019, 9:00 a.m.
Rock County Job Center - Room K
1900 Center Avenue,
Janesville, WI. 53546

A. Call to Order
ADRC Chairperson Terry Thomas & COA Advisory Board Chairperson Chuck Wilson
B. ApprovalofAgenda
C.

Roll Call
ADRC Advisory Committee and COA Advisory Board

D. Citizen Participation, Communications and Announcements
E. New Business
1. Roles and Responsibilities of:
i. ADRC Advisory Committee (Jennifer T.)
ii. COA Advisory Board (Lachel F.)

F.

2.

Discussion on ADRC - COA Integration
i. Recap of La Crosse County Information (Jennifer T.)
ii . Recap of Statewide Integration (Jennifer T.)
iii. Employee Feedback/Input (Josh S.)
iv. Other

3.

Update on County Facilities Master Planning Process - Brent Sutherland,
Facilities Management Director

4.

Next Steps Toward Finalization of Recommendation

Adjournment

The County of Rock will provide reasonable accommodations to people with disabilities. Please
contact us at 608-757-5510 or e-mail countyadmin(mco.rock.wi.us at least 48 hours prior to a
public meeting to discuss any accommodations that may be necessary.

La Crosse County COA-ADRC Integration Summary: 2/13/19
Phone Conference Call between Jennifer Thompson, Rock County ADRC/ APS Manager and
Audra Martine, La Crosse County HSD Deputy Director (previous ADRC manager)

1. How long did it take to integrate?
• 3 people from Aging/3 from ADRC started planning/mapping out integration
• Met every week/ l-3 hours each meeting (Jan 2015 - spring)
• UW extension facilitator to assist in discussion
•
•
•
•

2.

Positives and Negatives of integrating?

•

•
3.

Oct/ Nov 2015 presented to Boards and educated them
Anticipated integration in 2 years; however, due to retirements, integrated in
less than one year
UW Ext wrote a report and determined most feasible to integrate under HSD
Process was fairly easy: individual perceptions made it difficult (COA versus
ADRC)

Positives : No longer confusing for public, less liability (aging
store/contracts/grants), Board is positive about the integration and now knows
where to send people for help
Negative: Fear that Aging is being lumped into a department for the poor

How are you set up (HSD- Org chart?)

•
•
•

1-Aging/ADRC director (manager)
2- Supervisors-fully integrated so both oversee Aging, ADRC and APS staff
Thought it would be better if they were their own separate department
(separate from HSD) however, the additional support received through HSD is
extremely helpful

4. Where is it located? Was there consumer confusion when integrated?

•
•

•
•
5.

All under one roof-HSD downtown
When separate, they were just across the street from each other; COA
customers had to pay for parking and ADRC was on the ist floor of HDS and had
free parking
Now everyone is located in one place
Educated community of the integration-it's less confusing!

How do you have your Phones set up - all calls go to the ADRC? Or do certain Aging
services have a separate #?

•

La Crosse uses "reception model": one person answers and directs all the calls to
either Options counselors, Nutrition or Transportation services.

6. Was your COA Advisory Board on board with this integration or was there resistance?

•

Aging looked at ADRC as a threat. (There was history with the prior Aging
Director)

•

Aging worried services would be eliminated

•

Provided education sessions to Boa rds: helped them realize the current
confusion to the public of having separate agencies and discussed integrationnot elimination of services

•

No more money coming in to either agency; agencies will be able to support
each other

7. Any words of advice looking back now-would you do anything differently?

•
•
•

Felt that it went well
Those few months of planning were helpful to sort out each department, roles
etc.
Situation was a bit different as they were part of a Regional ADRC. They needed
to break away from the ADRC regional model and become a single ADRC first.
After La Crosse broke away from the regional ADRC model, the other 3 counties
integrated with their Aging Depts as well.

8. Did you receive support from the State (technical or financial?)

9.

•

No financial support

•
•

They used ADRC carry-over funds from previous year to pay for phones
GWAAR contact was new to the job and not he_lpful

•

ADRC contact was great/helpful

Did the various advisory committees remain separate or were they combined?

•
•

Because La Crosse pulled away from the Regional ADRC, they had to recreate
one Board to serve both Aging and ADRC
Ultimately, combined some ADRC members with Aging board members to create
one Board and meet both requirements

10. What are the current advisory committees?

•

* *All committees have HSD Policy Board Oversight

•

ADRC/ Aging Advisory Board

•

Nutrition Advisory Committee

•

Transportation Advisory Committee

•

Caregiver Taskforce

11. What impact did the integration have on staffing? Were the overall number of staff
reduced, stayed or increased? Were positions re-classified?

•

La Crosse did not lose/layoff any staff. The Aging staff were still needed to run
the programs . The Aging staff came under HSD and were paid HSD wages (which
were a bit higher.) EBS pay increased to DBS pay scale. HSD fiscal team took on
a bit more workload due to managing additional contracts/grants and budget .

12. Did the combined operation budget increase, stay the same or increase after
integration?

•

Total budget remained the same but merged into one budget-moved under HSD.

•
•
•

La Crosse Co. had levy in the Aging unit-and county continued to support with
levy to maintain positions/programs. There was no levy put into the ADRC.
Aging funds were put into each staff position; allowed them to work on Aging
activities
Possibility to maximize GPR funds with Federal match dollars based on activities
done by staff

13. Were there any functions of the COA that remained separate after integration or were
moved to another county operation?
• No separation -fully integrated and operate as such
• The original Aging fiscal person moved to the HSD fiscal team.
• Talked about moving the transportation program to the Hwy Dept
•

Also talking about moving APS to MH division

ADPAW RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR
AGING & DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER
AND AGING INTEGRATION
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Introduction & Overview
Integration of County Aging Units (CAU) and Aging & Disability Resource Centers (ADRC) does
not occur with a simple definition. Integration of these two entities is really a philosophy with
the focus on what is the best operational arrangement for the customers that they serve.
Throughout Wisconsin, CA Us and ADRCs are structured in a variety of ways which has allowed
for a lot of experience to be taken into account while developing the recommendations that
follow.
Please note: CAU implies that aging programs are administered through county government.
For the purposes of this document, CAU represents both county and non-profit administered
programs . Additionally, the task force did not have tribal input and therefore this document in
no way represents integration for the tribes .
Aging and Disability Professionals of Wisconsin (ADPAW) received a request from the Bureau of
Aging & Disability Resources (BADR) to form a task force to define integration of CAUs and
ADRCs. ADPAW recognizes that integration is a demographic imperative. ADPAW formed a task
force of_fil! interested ADPAW members to fulfill this request from BADR. All persons indicating
an interest were invited to be a part of this task force. The ADPAW task force was made up of

illJ. 20 ADPAW members from varying backgrounds. The task force then split into two
subgroups- one group worked on the single county structure and the other group worked on
the regional/multi-county structure. Both groups identified key areas for consideration when
integrating, which are:
•

Culture & Customer Experience

•

Funding Complexities

•

Marketing & Outreach

•

Organizational Structure

• · Potential Barriers & Opportunities for Improvement

The ADPAW Integration Task Force met from January 2016 - April 2016 to develop the
recommended criteria that needs to be met to be considered integrated. The Task Force
developed criteria on two ends of the spectrum of what constitutes minimum integration and
what would be considered ideal integration. Minimum integration would focus on what is best
for the customer. Ideal integration would encompass both what is best for the customer and
also administratively.
Throughout the process of identifying these criteria, the task force focused on both the mission
of the ADRCs as well as the Aging Difference. The ADRC mission statement from the ADRC
Contract is "To provide older adults and people with physical or developmental/intellectual
3

disabilities the resources needed to live with dignity and security, and achieve maximum
independence and quality of life." The goal of the Aging & Disability Resource Center is to
empower individuals to make informed choices and to streamline access to the right.and
appropriate services and supports. ·
The Aging Difference characteristics, per the Aging Manual, states that: 1} The aging network
belongs to and is governed by older people, 2} The aging network empowers older people, and
3} The aging network focuses on change. Additionally it states "the aging network is a network
of and for older people. It is not primarily a service network. It is a network whose major roles
are to empower and enable older people. The network must also work to ensure that existing
service systems are responsive and accessible to the elderly."
The Wisconsin Elders Act was created to strengthen Wisconsin's commitment to providing for
older adults. According to the Act, aging units will "Provide a visible and accessible point of
contact for in.dividuals to obtain accurate and comprehensive information about public and
private resources available in the community which can meet the needs of older individuals."
As we examine these, it is obvious that CAUs and ADRCs are more similar than they are
different. Additionally, where our differences exist there is an opportunity for a profound
synergy to occur. Integration is bringing the best of both together and is in alignment with the
Wisconsin's Elder Act.

*Please note that not all criteria can be found in this narrative. For a comprehensive snapshot of
all criteria, see Appendix C.
Culture & Customer Experience

The culture and customer experience of any organization is what leaves a lasting impression
with the people utilizing that organization. Local presence as well as local resources are both
keys to success. Because both CAUs and ADRCs serve individuals regardless of income and asset
levels, it is important to create an environment that is attractive and not intimidating. In
addition, customers should be able to obtain information and resources without having to
determine if they should be calling the CAU or the ADRC in their county. Both ADRCs and CAUs
serve similar target populations so streamlining access to programs and services is imperative.
In order to fulfill the philosophy of integration, one universal agency name should be used
which is the Aging and Disability Resource Center of specified county(s) or region. In addition to
one universal name is also the need for one phone number. In a multi-county structure,
integration should includ.e a local phone number since aging programs can vary significantly
between counties. Local presence is a very important factor for a positive customer
experience. Local presence is about more than just a phone number and is really about the ease
4

for the consumer in accessing programs and services. In a single county structure, at a
minimum, there should be one office for the integrated agency. In a multi-county structure, at

a minimum, there should be at least one office location per county. Ideally, in both structures,
there would be additional satellite offices, as needed in other parts of the county in which
customers tend to identify as 'easy' to access. The culture of the integrated agency needs to
embrace the contract and should not be associated with a means tested agency.
Funding Complexities

There are many complexities that come with funding both ADRCs and CAUs. A variety of
funding streams from local, state and federal sources with varying requirements on how the
grant funding is used can make for a complex budget. Budget integration should maximize
resources, increase opportunities while not reducing services. In a single county structure,
integrated CAU and ADRC budgets is a minimum standard. In the multi-county structure,
integrated CAU and ADRC budgets per county is the minimum standard with the ideal being a
fully combined, regional Aging & ADRC budget.
We recognize that local government is a significant stakeholder as they contribute funding, at
varying levels, to CAUs and ADRCs. Therefore integration solutions regarding budget should
occur at the local level with technical support from BADR and AAA.
Marketing & Outreach

In order for customers to know that CAU and ADRC programs exist in their county, marketing
and outreach is essential. To minimize confusion, marketing as a single entity is very important.
Our message will reflect a shared mission and philosophy which is to assist older persons and
adults with disabilities in accessing needed services and programs in their local community. The
marketing message should be built on a foundation of inclusivity, meaning anyone of any
income level can access the services of CAU and ADRC programs. In an integrated model the
agency, whether single or multi-county, would have one comprehensive marketing plan that
promotes the agency as whole. However, the marketing plan for a regional ADRC may include
slight variations between counties based on what programs and services are provided by the
locally integrated CAU/ADRC office.
Organizational Structure

Organizational structure and department location is another consideration of integration. A
common question is "will the ADRC integrate into CAU or will CAU integrate into the ADRC?"
which is certainly a local decision. Ideally, the resulting integrated agency would remain
independent or be its own department within county government. In a single county structure,
there should be one Director who oversees CAU and ADRC programs and budgets. In the multi5

county model, at a minimum, there needs to be one person who oversees the CAU & ADRC
budgets in each county. In an ideal model, there would be one Director for the region who is
responsible for a regional Aging and ADRC budget.
Potential Barriers & Opportunities for Improvement

We identified several potential barriers as well as efficiencies that would help when becoming
integrated. Several of these efficiencies require the assistance of BADR. Streamlining of
reporting, meetings and trainings would help significantly increase efficiency and integration in
local ADRCs. For example, a single comprehensive Aging Plan Self-Assessment and ADRC Annual
Documentation would bring efficiency and cohesion to both program areas. Combining
meetings such as the ADRConnect with the ACE meetings is another example to create
efficiency and cohesion.
See Appendices A, B &·C for a snapshot of identified barriers and opportunities for
improvement, support needed from BADR and minimum/ideal criteria at a glance.
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ADPA W Integration Task Force
Leslie Fijalkiewicz, Task Force Co-Chair

Devon Christianson

Director of the ADRC of Barron, Rusk and

Director of the ADRC of Brown County

Washburn Counties
Esther Mukand
Director of Aging for Fond du Lac County

Jennifer Owen, Task Force Co-Chair
Director of the ADRC of Eau Claire County

Jennifer Cummings
Dianne Jacobson, ADPAW President

Director of Aging & Wellness for the ADRC of

Director of Oneida County Department on

Central Wisconsin

Aging
Jennifer Fischer
Director of the ADRC of Dane County

Audra Martine
Director of the ADRC of Western Wisconsin

Joyce Lubben
Director for the Rock County Council on Aging

Barb Peterson
Director of the ADRC of the North

Linda Olson
Director of the ADRC of Washington County

Cathy Ley
Director of the ADRC of the Lakeshore

Michelle Pike
Director of the ADRC of Ozaukee County

Charlene Norberg
Director of the ADRC of Eagle Country, Juneau

Nathanael Brown

County

Director of the Taylor County Commission on
Aging

Cheryl Batterman
Director of the Dane County AAA

Pat Peterson
Director of Unit on Aging for Vernon County

Cindy Piotrowski
Director of the ADRC of Portage County

Todd Gunderson
Debbie Martineau

Director of Aging in Jackson County &

Director of Ashland County Aging Unit Inc.

Supervisor for the ADRC of Western Wisconsin
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Appendix A-Potential Barriers & Opportunities for Improvement
It is universally accepted that cost/expense is a potential barrier for each criteria of integration listed below. In
some cases, it is a significant barrier. However, in an effort to reduce redundancy, it will not be listed under

each heading, with the understanding that it be a consideration.
This appendix does not represent potential barriers and opportunities for improvement for Tribal Aging Units
and Tribal ADRCs .
Integration requires a commitment on the part of all parties, especially local county government. The
complexity of the barriers is varied and therefore the level of difficulty and the methods for overcoming the
barriers will vary from county to county. This is not an exhaustive list of barriers, nor does it identify methods
for overcoming those barriers. Each county, even within a regional ADRC, will work to solve these in manner
that is most appropriate for their situation with the flexibility and technical assistance of BADR & AAA.

Barriers to single location, name and phone number
❖

Higher call and walk-in volume

❖

Existing locations for CAU & ADRC have insufficient space to accommodate more staff

❖

Possible negative stigma of being located with primarily means tested services {i.e. DHS, Social
Services, etc.)

❖

Relocation may result in loss of accessible IT support

❖

Requires extensive cross training for all staff on populations, programs and services

❖

Perception of loss vs. enhancement both internally {staff) and externally (community)

❖

Management of change

One website & unified brand in marketing materials
❖

Services defined by county lines create challenges in unified materials

❖

Maintaining the conflict free perception (i.e. ADRC logo on Meals on Wheels materials)

Organizational Management Changes
❖

Change in chain of command and perception that someone is "forced out"

❖

Learning curve to understand how funding can be blended to maximize services

❖ Changes to staff work hours, benefits, wage scale, holidays, etc., and possible result of reduced

staff morale
❖

Willing county to take on the employer risk for a region

❖

Process for appointments to governing board

❖

Creation and/or dissolution of advisory boards and councils to maintain statutory requirements or
reduce redundancy

❖

Perception that local control is lost in a large regional model
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Other challenges
❖

Too much or not enough involvement from state and AAAwith technical support or timeline for
implementation

❖

Overall State/Regional support

❖

Both CAU and ADRC staff will need to become more familiar with macro and local advocacy issues

❖

Maintaining local programming such as adaptive equipment loan programs, senior farmer's
market vouchers, transportation, dementia services, support groups, etc., while trying to provide
consistency across a regional ADRC

❖

Meeting ideal standards when regional ADRC has non-contiguous county(ies)
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Appendix B-Support Needed from BADR
Just as Aging Units/ADRCs will be required to demonstrate and report on progress, there will be a request that
BADR continue to provide updates to ADPAW on progress with their own integration activities. Throughout
this process, a resounding theme has surfaced ... local decision-makers have to be allowed the flexibility to solve
the issues surrounding integration in a manner that is best for the county as well as regional ADRC. It was also
very clear that BADR needs to be involved to achieve a maximum level of efficiency. The following list is not
exhaustive and just as we expect integration of Aging Units & ADRC's will not happen overnight, it is
understood that many of these changes will be gradual. We are asking BADR to assist with:
❖

A 'one-stop shop' structure modeled at the state level of the Office on Aging and Office for
Resource Center Development for local ADRCs to access for program assistance, etc.

❖

Funding support for one-time integration implementation (i.e. office relocations, technology, etc.)

❖

Technical assistance and support with 'boots on the ground' where State staff can come more
readily to the local agencies to assist.

❖

Clear timeline for implementation that includes deadlines

❖

One integrated Aging/ADRC plan

❖

One integrated Aging/ADRC contract

❖

A single database and client tracking system that works with

fill Aging and ADRC programs and is

ADA compliant
❖

Governance structure in regional models may require statutory changes to have one single
Commission on Aging/ADRC Governing Board for the region

❖

A combined, annual Aging/ADRC statewide conference

❖

Combined ADRConnect/ACE/AAA meetings

❖

Regular in-person meetings and training

❖

Provide organizational model examples

❖

Consistency in BADR and AAA communications to the ADRCs

❖

Strengthen the integration of ADRCs and CAUs through statute

❖

Standardized materials reflective of the integrated agency and continuation of unbiased service
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Appendix C- lntegration-At-A-Glance
Minimum Criteria For Integration
(Best for the Customer)
•

Single County
Model

One name (ADRC) and main location, one reception and
waiting area that is distinctly separate from means tested
agencies (i.e . DHS, Social Services, etc.)
One publicized phone number answered as ADRC by live
person, without series of prompts
One website and one unified brand in marketing materials
One Director overseeing a single budget for CAU & ADRC
One Aging Unit/ ADRC Plan*
Single Governance
Single database or ability to go between for purposes of
continuity of service

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Regional/
Multiple
County Model

•
•
•
•

One name (ADRC) and location in each county, one
reception and waiting area that is distinctly separate from
means tested agencies (i.e. DHS, Social Services, etc.)
One local publicized phone number answered as ADRC by
live person, without series of prompts.
One website and one unified brand in marketing materials
One supervisor at each branch office who oversees both
local aging and ADRC budgets
Single database or ability to go between for purposes of
continuity of service

*Criteria that will require involvement of BADR & AAA/GWAAR
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Ideal Criteria For Integration
( Best for the Customer AND Administratively)
All of the minimum criteria, plus:
• One Aging Unit/ ADRC Contract*
• One employer

All of the minimum criteria, plus :
• One database & client tracking system
throughout the region and across all programs
• One administrative agency, IT system and
employer (not necessarily the same entity for all)
• One Director overseeing a single budget for the
regional CAU & ADRC
• One Aging Unit/ ADRC Plan*
• One Aging Unit/ ADRC Contract*
• Single Governance*

Wisconsin Counties where ADRCs and
Aging Units are Integrated or Separate
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